Peter Estin Hut
For the most up to date information regarding this property, please visit: www.huts.org.

Capacity: 16
Minimum number of spaces required to book: 1 Space (multiple groups can book)
Hut or yurt rental seasons: Open year-round. Closed in May, June, and October thru Thanksgiving.
Are dogs allowed? No
Can customers arrange delivery of gear to hut or yurt? No
Winter water sources: Snowmelt. Cistern, non-potable (for cleaning only).
Driving to hut or yurt in summer: High-clearance 4 wheel drive accessibility
Distance from closure gate/parking to hut or yurt in summer: Less than or equal to 1/4 mile
Are carts provided to transport gear from the parking area to the hut or yurt in summer? Yes
Summer water sources: Cistern, non-potable (for cleaning only). Spring, stream or lake, non-potable (For drinking water, summer guests can bring their own water or collect water using the pump just outside the hut that draws water from a spring. Guests need to bring their own filter or other purification method).
Distance to summer water source(s): Less than or equal to 1/4 mile
Is there an outdoor fire ring in summer? Yes, with grate for outdoor cooking. Slots on grate are large, may need additional grilling tools.
Food options: Guests bring/prepare their own food
Refrigeration: No
Are dishes, pots, pans, utensils, and cleaning supplies provided? Yes
Are propane burners for cooking provided? Yes, burners and propane are provided
Is there an oven? Yes, wood-burning (wood provided)
Is there an outdoor grill? No
Are guests allowed to bring their own grill? Yes
Indoor heat source for hut or yurt: Wood-burning heat stove (wood provided)
Outhouse/toilet information: Outhouse - no covered walkway, walk a short distance. Toilet paper provided.
Bedding: Mattresses provided. Pillows provided.
Cleaning the hut or yurt: Guests clean hut or yurt before departure. Guests carry-out their own trash (trashbags provided).
Lighting at hut or yurt: Electrical
Wood-fired sauna: No
Are there electrical outlets available for use by customers? No
Is your property ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant? No